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APPLICABILITY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.0.6.2r1 Steam Generator Tube Samole Selection and Insoection The steam '

generator tube minimum sample size, inspection result classification, and the
corresponding action required shall be as specified in Table 4.0 2. The
inservice inspection of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the
frequencies specified in Specification 4.0.6.3 and the inspected tubes shall
be verified acceptable per the acceptance criteria of Specification 4.0.6.4.
The tubes selected for each inservice inspection shall include at least 3% of
all the expanded tubes and at least 3% of the remaining number of tubes in all
steam generators: the tubes selected for these inspections shall be selected
on a random basis except:

a. Where experience in similar plants with similar water chemistry
indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at least 50% of the
tubes inspected shall be from these critical areas:

b. The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice inspection
(subsequent to the preservice inspection) of each steam generator
shall include:

1) All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall
penetrations (greater than 20%),

2) Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated potential
problems, and

3) A tube inspection (pursuant to Specification 4.0.6.4a.8) shall be
performed on each selected tube. If any selected tube does not
permit the passage of the eddy current probe for a tube
inspection, this shall be recorded and an adjacent tube shall be
selected and subjected to a tube inspection.

c. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if required by
Table 4.0 2) during each inservice inspection may be subjected to
a partial tube inspection provided:

1) The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes from those
areas of the tube sheet array where tubes with imperfections were
previously found, and

'

2) The inspections include those portions of the tubes where
imperfections were previously found.
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APPLICABILITY
|

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one of the
| following three categories:

t

Cateaorv Insoection Results
'

C1 Less than 5% of the total tubes inspected are degraded I
tubes and none of the inspected tubes are defective.

,

C2 One or more tubes, but not more than it of the total ;

tubes inspected are defective, or between 5% and 10% |

of the total tubes inspected are degraded tubes. 'i
'

,

C-3 More than 10%.of the total tubes inspected are j
l degraded tubes or more than it of the inspected tubes '

are defective.

| Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes must exhibit
significant (greater than 10%) further wall penetrations to
be included in the above percentage calculations.

|

! 410?6:2;2?M$taarGeneratorNF*' Tube +Insnectientfunit91ron1v) R InJaddition'to
theaninisua s samp1Esize ta stdetermi ned s by ;Speci fi cation @ 0 ; 6;2 ; 1E a117?& tubes
W11( beEinspected,withinithettubesheettregion @ Thefresultsfofithisiinspection j
W11E not;be;;a i ca uselforleddi tiona111 nspections;per;Tabl es1410fl[andi410327 !

! !

4.0.6.3 Insoectio' Freauencies - The above required inservice inspections of |
steam generator tube.s shall be performed-at the following frequencies: !|-

a. The first inservice inspection shall be performed after 6
Effective Full Power Months (EFPM) and before 12 EFPM and shall i

include a special inspection of.all expanded tubes in all steam |
generators. Subsequent inservice ~1nspections shall be performed j
at intervals of not less than 12 nor more than 24 calendar months ;

| after the previous inspection. If two consecutive inspections. |
| not including the preservice inspection, result in all inspection !results falling into the C 1 category or if two consecutive i

inspections demonstrate that previously observed degradation has
not continued and no additional degradation has occurred, the |

inspection interval may be extended to a maximum of once per 40
| months: ;

i. b. If the results of the inservice inspection of a steam generator
conducted in accordance with Table 4.0 2 at 40 month intervals
fall in Category C 3 the inspection frequency shall be increasedi ,

' to at least once per 20 months. The increase in inspection ;

frequency shall apply until the subsequent inspections satisfy the
criteria of Specification 4.0.6.3a.: the interval may then be i

extended to a maximum of once per 40 months; and I

!
,

l

,
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APPLICABILITY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

c. Additional, unscheduled inservice inspections shall be performed
on each steam generator in accordance with the first sample
inspection specified in Table 4.0 2 during the shutdown subsequent
to any of the following conditions:

1) Primary to secondary tube leaks (not including leaks
originating from tube to-tube sheet welds) in excess of the
limits of Specification 3.4.5.2, or

2) A seismic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis
Earthquake, or

3) A loss of coolant accident requiring actuation of the
Engineered Safety Features, or

4) A main steam line or feedwater line break.

4.0.6.4 Acceotance Criteria

a. As used in this specification:

1) Imoerfection means an exception to the dimensions, finish,
or contour of a tube from that required by fabrication
drawings or specifications. Eddy-current testing
indications below 20% of the nominal tube wall thickness, if
detectable, may be considered as imperfections:

2) Dearadation means a service-induced cracking, wastage, wear,
or general corrosion occurring on either inside or outside
of a tube:

3) Dearaded Tube means a tube containing imperfections greater
than or equal to 20% of the nominal wall thickness caused by
degradation:

4) % Dearadation means the percentage of the tube wall
thickness affected or removed by degradation:

5) Defect means an imperfection of such severity that it
exceeds the plugging limit. A tube containing a defect is
defective:

6) Pluaaina Limit means the imperfection depth at or beyond
which the tube shall be removed from service and is equal to
40% of the nominal tube wall thickness: This definition
does notf apply to that portionLof'the tubing that; meets the
definiti.on of an1F* tube:.

COMANCHE PEAK - UNITS 1 AND 2 3/4 0-6
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. APPLICABILITY

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

7) Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube if it leaks
or contains a defect large enough to affect its structural
integrity in the event of an Operating Basis Earthquake, a
loss of coolant accident, or a steam line or feedwater line
break as specified in Specification 4.0.6.3c., above:

8) Tube Insoection means an inspection of-the steam generator
tube from the point of entry (hot. leg side) completely
around the U bend to the top support of the cold leg:-end

9) Preservice Insoection means an inspection of the full length
of each tube in each steam generator performed by eddy
current techniques arior to service to establish a baseline
condition of the tuaing. This inspection shall be performed
prior to initial POWER OPERATION using the equipment and
techniques expected to be used during subsequent inservice
inspections-1

10) g F*?DistancesisitheidistanceiofJthethardrollzexpanded? portion
of2:a: tube;which ptovidesEa/sufficientMengthlotpon degraded
tube' expansion;to;resistipulloutrofitheitubelfrom thea
tubesheet PHheif'*Jdi stance,11 slequalnto11113 Einchess pl us sen
allowancetforleddy/ current;measurementiuncertaintyNand;is
measured;downifroatthe3toplof;theitubesheetWorfthe; bottom

.

off theicolhtransi tion ;1whi chevergi s gower;1nielevation ::

E E?f S ygg11)??F*FTubelisithat;portioniofIthettubingiinithelareaIoffthe
tubesheet;regionibelow2theT*| distance:withia)Ldegradation
below1the1Ftdistagce:equalttotorigreater(than!A0*nb)iwhich
hasi noli ndicationiof; degradation; witMnithe;f*id13tance;Xand
c)3thattremainsjjnseryice;iand

E M E C 12) E Tube Expansioniissthat" portion 7ofia;tubelwhichthasibeen
: Increased 71n; diameter /by(afrolling; process:suchithattpo
crevicehexistsjbetweenithe;outsideldiane.terzoittheM.u q and
the|holesin;the;tu_besheets

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after
completing the corresponding actions (plug all tubes exceeding the
plugging limit and all tubes containing through wall cracks)
required by Table 4.0 2.

|

|-

;

I

!
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4.0.6.5 Reports

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice inspection of<-

steen generator tubes, the number of tubes plugged or1 designated; asian
.R*[$ubt in each steam generator shall be reported to the Commission in a
Special Report pursuant to_ Specification 6.9.2: |

|

| b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice inspection
shall be submitted to the Commission in a Special Report pursuant to ;

Specification 6.9-2 within 12 months following the completion of the ;.

inspection. This Special Report shall include: ~

|

1) Number and extent of tubes inspected, 4

2) Location and percent of wall thickness penetration for each i

indication of an imperfection, and
|

3) Identification of tubes plugged.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into Category C 3,

shall be reported to the Commission pursuant to 10CFR50.72(b)(2) within
four hours of initial discovery, and in a Special Report pursuant to

. Specification 6.9.2 within 30 days and prior to resumption of plant
operation. This Special Report shall provide a description of
investigations conducted to determine cause of the tube degradation and
corrective measures taken to prevent recurrence.

:
|

|

1

!

!

. .

!-
:

!
;
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APPLICABILITY

BASES |

Soecification 4.0.6 establishes the Surveillance Requirements for inspection !
of the steam generator tubes to ensure that the structural integrity of this

i

portion of the RCS will be maintained. The program for inservice inspection
of steam generator tubes is based on a modification of Regulatory Guide 1.83.
Revision 1. Inservice inspection of steam generator tubing is essential in
order to maintain surveillance of the conditions of the tubes in the event
that there is evidence of mechanical damage or progressive degradation due to
design, manufacturing errors, or inservice conditions that lead to corrosion.

|
Inservice inspection of steam generator tubing also provides a means of l
characterizing the nature and cause of any tube degradation so that corrective
measures can be taken.

Selected tubes in the preheater section of each D4 and D5 steam generator have
been modified to correct the tube vibration degradation phenomenon experienced
by certain Westinghouse steam generators. The modification consisted of
expanding these tubes in the vicinity of the support plates and is designed to
limit the amplitude of vibration. These expanded tubes are subject to a
special inspection whenever the steam generators are opened for inservice eddy
current testing.

The plant is expected to be operated in a manner such that the secondary
coolant will be maintained within those chemistry limits found to result in
negligible corrosion of the steam generator tubes. If the secondary coolant
chemistry is not maintained within these limits, localized corrosion may
likely result in stress corrosion cracking. The extent of cracking during
plant operation would be limited by the limitation of steam generator tube
leakage between the Reactor Coolant System and the Secondary Coolant System
(reactor to-secondary leakage = 500 gallons per day per steam generator and a
total leakage of 1 GPH to all steam generators). Cracks having a
reactor to secondary leakage less than this limit during operation will have
an adequate margin of safety to withstand the loads imposed during normal
operation and by postulated accidents. Operating plants have demonstrated
that reactor to secondary leakage of 500 gallons per day per steam generator
can readily be detected by radiation monitors of steam generator blowdown.
Leakage in excess of this limit will require plant shutdown and an unscheduled
inspection, during which the leaking tubes will be located and plugged.

An F*1tubefdoesinot have(to'be plugged,:provided the remainder:of the| tube
within and above. the:F* distance does _not meet the plugging limit criteria.
The F* distance ist equal' to 1.13 inches :plus " allowance for: eddy.. current.

un_ certainty measurement, and isLmeasured down from theLtop;of-'the tubesheet;
or'the; bottom ofcthe; roll transition,. whicheveroisslower in. elevation. .The
allowance.for eddy currentLuncertainty is: documented inithe; steam generator.L
eddy current inspection, procedure;.

Wastage type defects are unlikely with proper chemistry treatment of the
secondary coolant. However. even if a defect should develop in service, it
will be found during scheduled inservice steam generator tube examinations.
Plugging will be required for all tubes with imperfections exceeding the
plugging limit of 40% of the tube nominal wall thickness. Steam generator
tube inspections of operating plants have demonstrated the capability to
reliably detect degradation that has penetrated 20% of the original tube wall
thickness.

COMANCHE PEAK - UNITS 1 AND 2 B 3/4 0-7
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5.5.9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram
|

Each steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance |of the following augmented inservice inspection program. I

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the SG Surveillance
Program test frequencies,

i

a. Steam Generator Samole Selection and Insoection - Each steam
generator shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by
selecting and inspecting at least the minimum number of steam
generators specified in Table 5.51.

b. Steam Generator Tube Samole Selection and Insoection The
steam generator tube minimum sample size, inspection result I

classification, and the corresponding action required shall be
as specified in Table 5.5 2. The inservice inspection of steam
generator tubes shall be performed at the frequencies specified
in Specification 5.5.9.3 and the inspected tubes shall be
verified acceptable per the acceptance criteria of
Specification 5.5.9.4. The tubes selected for each inservice
inspection shall include at least 3% of all the expanded tubes
and at least 3% of the remaining number of tubes in all steam
generators: the tubes selected for these inspections shall be
selected on a random basis except:

1. Where experience in similar plants with similar water
chemistry indicates e-itical areas to be inspected, then at
least 50% of the tubes inspected shall be from these
critical areas;

2. The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice
inspection (subsequent to the preservice inspection) of
each steam generator shall include:

a) All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable
wall penetrations (greater than 20%),

b) Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated
potential problems, and

c) A tube inspection (pursuant to Specification
5.5.9.4a.8 shall be performed on each selected tube.
If any selected tube does not permit the passage of;

'

the eddy current probe for a tube inspection, this
shall be recorded and an adjacent tube shall be
selected and subjected to a tube inspection.

;

l
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5.5.9 Steam Generatar (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram (Continued)

3. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if
required by Table 5.5.9 2 during each inservice inspection i

may be subjected to a partial tube inspection provided:

a) The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes
,

from those areas of the tube sheet array where tubes '

with imperfections were previously found, and

b) The inspections include those portions of the tubes
where imperfections were previously found.

1

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one
of the following three categories:

Cateaory Insoection Results

C1 Less than 5% of the total tubes inspected are degraded
tubes and none of the inspected tubes are defective.

C2 One or more tubes. but not more than 1% of the total
tubes inspected are defective, or between 5% and 10%
of the total tubes inspected are degraded tubes.

C3 More than 10% of the total tubes inspected are
degraded tubes or more than it of the inspected tubes
are defective.

Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes must
exhibit significant (greater than 10%) further wall
penetrations to be included in the above percentage
calculations.

ci Steam GeneratortF* Tube Insoection-(Unit'1'on1v) E In? addition
to;the" minimum sample; size'asideterminedibyLSpecif.ication
5. 5. 9. b.r.T al1;F.* : tubes ; will ' be ? inspected W1 thin thettubesheet
regionF 'The Tesultsioff this:inspectionLwillt nottbezascause for
a ddi ti on al; i n s pecti on s; p_e riTa bl es .5; 5j 11a nd) S15:21

de. Insoection Freouencies - The above required inservice
inspections of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the
following frequencies:

1. The first inservice inspection shall be performed after 6
Effective Full Power Months (EFPM) and before 12 EFPM and
shall include a special inspection of all expanded tubes in
all steam generators. Subsequent inservice inspections
shall be performed at intervals of not less than 12 nor
more than 24 calendar months after the previous inspection.
If two consecutive inspections, not including the
preservice inspection, result in all inspection results
falling into the C 1 category or if two consecutive
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5 . 5 '. 9 Steam Generator-(SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram (Continued)

inspections demonstrate that previously observed
degradation has not continued and no additional degradation
has occurred, the inspection interval may be extended to a

,

maximum of once per 40 months: |

2. If the results of the' inservice inspection of a steam I
generator conducted in accordance with Table 5.5-2 at
40 month intervals fall in Category C 3. the inspection ;
frequency shall be increased to at least once per 20 |

months..

The increase in inspection frequency shall apply until the
subsequent inspections satisfy the criteria of
Specification 5.5.9.3a.: the interval may then be extended
to a maximum of once_per 40 months; and

3. Additional, unscheduled inservice inspections shall b~e '

performed on each steam generator in accordance with the
first sample inspection specified in Table 5.5 2.during the :

shutdown subsequent to any of the following conditions:

a) Primary to secondary tube leaks.(not including leaks
originating from tube to tube sheet welds) .in excess
of.the limits of Specification 3.4.5.2. or

b) A seismic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis
Earthquake, or

c) A loss of coolant accident requiring actuation of the |Engineered Safety Features, or ;

d) A main steam line or feedwater line break.

4. Accentance Criteria |

a. As used in this specification:

1

1) Imoerfection means an exception to the dimensions,
. finish, or contour of a tube from that required by |

fabrication drawings or specifications. '

Eddy current testing indications below 20% of the
nominal tube wall thickness, if detectable, may be i

considered as imperfections:

2) Dearadation means a service induced cracking,
wastage, wear, or general corrosion occurring on '

'

either inside or outside of a tube:

. - -- - - .. . . _ . , _ - - .
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5.5.9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram (Continued)

3) . Dearaded Tube means a tube containing i

imperfections greater than or equal to 20% of the
nominal wall thickness caused by degradation;

,

'

4) * Dearadation means the percentage of the tube
wall thickness affected or removed by degradation:

5) Defect means an imperfection of such severity that
it exceeds the plugging limit. A tube containing,

a defect is defective: ;

6) Pluaaina Limit means the imperfection depth at or4

,

beyond which the tube shall be removed from i

service and is equal to 40% of the nominal tube
wall thicknessWThis7 definition;doesinot?applyttq
thatsporti onTofetheltubj ngitha.t1 meet.sithe
definitioEofianf*1 tube:

7) Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube if
it leaks or contains a defect large enough to
affect its structural integrity.in the event of an

'

Operating Basis Earthquake, a loss-of coolant
;

accident, or a steam line or feedwater line break '

as specified in Specification 5.5.9.3c, above; |,

8) Tube Insoection means an inspection of the steam i

generator tube from the tube end (hot leg side)
completely around the U bend to the top support of-
the cold leg:-end

9) Preservice Insoection means an inspection of the
full length of each tube in each steam generator i

performed by eddy current techniques prior to
service to establish a baseline condition of the
tubing. This inspection shall be performed prior :

to initial POWER OPERATION using the equipment and
techniques expected to be used during subsequent
inservice inspectionsri

10). F*' Distance 11s(the?distancefofCthethardroll
expanded: porti oni o ff a; tube twhich! provides t a
sufficient 9ength,ofenonidegraded; tube; expansion
to; re si.st; pul l outiof(t heituber from :the;tubesheetg
ine;F*; distance;1sJequalito1!13)Jnchesupluslan
allowancet orieddy;currentineasutementf

uncertainty;randgisfmeasuredidowntfromstheitoplof
thettubesheetrorsthelbottoniof;theiroll
t ra nsi ti on g whi cheverli s tl owerfi n;el evati on t
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5.5.9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surve'11ance Proaram (Continued)

11). F*:T::be'issthat;portionsofithe; tubing;in;theTarea ;

ofr t heltubesheety regi on sbel ow y the; fEdi stance; Witti |a); degradation 6below; thel *; distance;equaktofor |greaterathan140trJb):iwhich hasinolindication|of
; degradation;withinJthe;f*1dist.anceCands)ithat

tenainsljnservice;iand.

12), Tube' Exnansion11ssthat'; portion:of ?a" tube;wh1_chihas
I been!. increased 1nidiasetersbyiasrolling; process
| such : t hat ino; crevi celexi st sibetween tthe|:out. side

di ametecto f;it he : tube g andatheLhole tinithet

tubesheet2

| b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after
completing the corresponding actions (plug all tubes
exceeding the plugging limit and all tubes containing
through wall cracks) required by Table 5.5 2.

|

|

I

i

|

|
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5.6.10 Steam Generator Tube Insoection Reoort
1

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice
inspection of steam generator tubes, the number of tubes
plugged orddesignatedla_slan.jF.*itube in each steam generator
shall be reported to the Commission;

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice
inspection shall be submitted to the Commission in a report
within 12 months following the completion of the inspection. !

,

This report shall include:
1

1) Number and extent of tubes inspected, !

2) Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for
each indication of an imperfection, and

3) Identification of tubes plugged.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into
Category C 3 shall be reported to the Commission pursuant to 10
CFR 50.72(b)(2) within four hours of initial discovery, and in |
a report within 30 days and prior to resumption of plant
operation. This report shall provide a description of
investigations conducted to determine cause of the tube

degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent
recurrence.

|
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c. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if required by 55

Table 5.418) during each inservice inspection may be sub,jected to
a partial tube inspection provided:

1. The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes from I

those areas of the tube sheet array where tubes with
imperfections were previously found, and .

1
2. The inspections include those portions of the tubes where '

imperfections were previously found.

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one
of the following three categories:

Cateaory Insoection Results
!

C1 Less than 5% of the total tubes inspected are degraded tubes
and none of the inspected tubes are defective.

C-2 One or more tubes, but not more than it of the total tubes

inspected are defective, or between 5% and 10% of the tatal
tubes inspected are degraded tubes.

C-3 Hore than 10% of the total tubes inspected are degraded
tubes or more than it of the inspected tubes are defective.

NOTE: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes must exhibit
significant (greater than 10%) further wall penetrations to
be included in the above percentage calculations.

Inladdi ti onitolt hej aj ni mumis ampl.elsi ze t al l iFit u.be s1W1) 1;b_e

| insp.ectedlWithinitheltubesheetxegionE;The11nspection;' findings
Will;notibelcause for~additionallinspectionst

,

5.4 25
f

July 31,1987
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2. A seis2ic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis
55

Earthquake, or
)

3. A loss of coolant accident requiring actuation of the
Engineered Safety Features, or

4. A main steam line or feedwater line break.
i

Acceotance Criteria |

|

a. As used for this inspection:

1. Imoerfection means an exception to the dimensions, finish or
contour of a tube from that required by fabrication drawings
or specifications. Eddy-current testing indications below
20% of the nominal tube wall thickness, if detectable, may

'

be considered as imperfections:

2. Dearadation means a service induced cracking, wastage, wear
or general corrosion occurring on either inside or outside :

of a tube:

3. Dearaded Tube means tube containing imperfections greater

than or equal to 20% of the nominal wall thickness caused by
degradation:

4. * Dearadation means the percentage of the tube wall
thickness affected or removed by degradation:

5. Defect means an imperfection of such severity that it
exceeds the plugging limit. A tube containing a defect is
defective:

6. Pluaaina Limit means the imperfection depth at or beyond
which the tube shall be removed from service and is equal to

j 40% of the nominal tube wall thickness.LThis definition;does
; notEa ppl y2tolthat; po rti onlo f2 t he itubi ng; t hat; meet s ;the

defjnit.ionlofSan.;ENtube:
5.4-27

July 31, 1987
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55 i
7. Unservicable describes the' conditions of a tube if it leaks !

or contains a defect large enough-to affect its structural !
t !

L integrity.in the event of an Operating Basis Earthquake, a |
i

L loss of coolant accident, or a steam line or feedwater line io

break as specified under Inspection Frequencies, above: -

1
8. Tube Insoection means an inspection of the steam generator

L tube from the point of entry (hot leg side) completely :
)around the U bend to the top support of the cold leg: end :

L I

9. Preservice Insoection means an inspection of the full length
of each tube in each steam generator performed by eddy
current techniques prior to service to establish a baseline |
condition of the tubing. This inspection shall be performed
prior to initial POWER OPERATION using the equipment and j
techniques expected to be used during subsequent inservice i

S.ispections i

10] F*" Distance;1sitheidistancelof3 he:hard.rolliegpanded pott 106 |
of;theltubelwhjch;ptovides aisuffjejentElengthiof]
ponidegraded|J:ubelexpansiorttoyesistipuUoutrofithe] tube,

fros;the?,tubesheet M The:L*Jdistance11szeque1Eto m 13 i

1

inchestplus;:anXallowance forleddyicurrent;uneettaintys,and '
-

is; measured 1down1fromLthe;toplofEtheItube.sheetRorlthe )
bottom:of1theiro1Ltran si ti on whi cheverij s;] owerlin

;

el evati on ."$The: all owance ifor; eddy; current iuncertaintydi s

documentedlinitheisteam: generator;eddylcurrentlinspection
i

procedure;; I

!

117 F*rTubegi_sithat[ portion;of?theftubing[inithelareafofCthe |
tubesheet;regiontbelowithe l*ldistanceiwith a); degradation

;

belowltheTFE distance; equal:tofor greatet than'40*C bK which

hasino.lindicationlofidegradationtwithinitheM*; dis.tanceZand

c)lthatiremainsfinserviceGand

s: 5.4 28
r
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'
;12I Tube axnansionsisithat;pottiop;ofJaltubelwhichlhastbeen

i ncreased11 pidi ameter; by;alrol l i ng; proces s;suchithatJ no

crev.icelexistsjbetweenithe;outside;.d1aseterfofsthe;tubeland
;

thelholeJJ1R'ithe.Ltubesheet; !

1

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after completing
,

55- the corresponding actions (plug all tubes exceeding the plugging
limit and all tubes containing through wall cracks) required by
Table 5.4-18.

]
I
!

Reoorts .|

1

|

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice
inspection of steam generator tubes. the number of tubes plugged
oridesignated;as],anJEtitubegin each steam generator shall be

reported to the Commission in a Special Report pursuant to CPSES
Technical Specification 6.9.2.

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice j
inspection shall be submitted to the Commission in a Special '

!

'

I

i

1

i

I

i
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